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The Beyond GDP debate in the EU context



Beyond GDP in EU governance?

• Many monitoring frameworks for beyond 
GDP indicators 

• EU governance especially strong on 
climate

• Risk of silos due to a too-narrow focus on 
specific policy areas

• No integrated Beyond GDP governance 
framework

• Lack of enforcement mechanisms for many 
monitoring frameworks



The EU is falling short on many of its social and environmental targets

→ How to make beyond GDP indicators 
translate into concrete political action? 



We structure the debate
along four distinct levels



The most successful 
case for beyond GDP: 
greenhouse gas 
emissions

What can we learn from this?



Many wellbeing and sustainability metrics remain underrepresented



Why?

We zoomed-in into the 
governance and technical level.



The reinforcing 
mechanisms of the 
institutional GDP lock-in



Understanding the feedback loops that give rise to the GDP lock-in 



The Plastics Own Resource: governance integration leads to technical 
improvements

Greater focus on 
plastics data in 

Eurostat

Demand for data on 
plastic recycling

Enhanced scrutiny 
towards plastics 

data quality

Integration of 
plastics recycling 

metrics into 
governance



The levers for change 
on the technical and 
governance level



Recommendations on the level of governance

Use wellbeing and sustainability 
metrics for allocation of funds

Define binging targets for 
wellbeing and sustainability 
dimensions

Implement effective enforcement 
mechanisms for wellbeing and 
sustainability targets
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Recommendations on the level of statistics and data quality

➢ Expand the production and 
asset boundary of the SNA

➢ Establish extended 
accounts in the SNA and 
introduce an adjusted GDP 
metrics

➢ Introduce a Planetary Boundary 
Account in the SEEA

➢ Establish a Time Use Satellite 
Account

➢ Improve the data basis of 
material needs satisfiers and 
their affordability

➢ Strengthen the consideration of 
wellbeing and sustainability 
aspects in impact assessment 
models
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Questions and comments


